
Detector Specification 

Passenger protection from closing doors shall be accomplished on all lifts by a detection system 
which must scan across the car threshold and must cause the elevator and landing doors to reopen 
when an object is detected in the threshold. 

This sensory device must be manufactured and installed in compliance with [standard(s)]. 

It shall utilise at least [x] parallel beams of pulsing infra-red passing across the car threshold between 
the car and the landing doors which shall detect, through the breaking of any beam by an opaque 
object, the presence of a person or object in the threshold and cause door reversal when closing. 

It shall contain an integrated strip of coloured LEDs perpendicular to the floor and extending from 
below 200mm to above 1600mm from the car sill. These LEDs should indicate door movement by 
turning red when closing and green when opening. 

The device must be able to detect approaching passengers or objects, such as trolleys, in front of the 
doors and to hold or reopen the doors if such a detection takes place. 

The door protection system shall incorporate a nudging feature. Should the doors be prevented 
from closing for a period of no less than 10 seconds due to continuous holding of the door protective 
system or door open button the nudging feature should be able to override those devices and cause 
the doors to close at reduced speed complying with [standard(s)]. 

Capacitive proximity safe edges or mechanical safe edges will not be accepted as the primary means 
of detection. 

Arrange controls to prevent lift operation if the device becomes inactive. 

If the detector is obstructed for a predetermined period of time (10 to 30 seconds), sound a buzzer 
and if possible attempt to close the doors with a limited force at a reduced speed. The buzzer should 
be audible both within the car and the threshold area. If this reduced speed is not possible, prevent 
lift operation as if the device had become inactive. 


